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KEOS Hat - VP Treasury Division (3) Book 2 - Subject 05

POSTAGE in KEOS Accounting & Functions

Most business have some type of expenses for:

! Postage -- Money paid to the U.S. Postal Service to send the company's mail out;

! Outside Shipping -- Money paid to UPS, Fedex, and similar private companies for non-postal
shipping (and delivery if paid for by the company as recipient); and

! Courier Delivery/Pickup Services -- Money paid to private "courier" companies for deliveries
and pickups requiring special or rush service.

In all cases above, these are the company's expenses, and are allocated as such on its Chart of
Accounts.  In fact, the "beginning" Chart of Accounts that we got from QuickBooks (QB) has such an
expense account, called Postage and Delivery.

When KEOS uses such services for our own (internal) usage, such as sending invoices and
receipts out, doing our own promotional mailings, mailing or shipping special packages (to get equipment
fixed, for example), and other "standard business operations" expenses, it is the above Expense Account
that we allocate these costs to in our QB Chart of Accounts.

The above holds true whether KEOS is cutting a check, or we are entering a cash receipt after the
fact (using "Write Checks" like any other check except you "write" it from the KEOS Petty Cash Account)
-- You allocate the "check" (or cash receipt you are entering as a "check" from Petty Cash) to the above
expense account.

Special Consideration of Client Job Postage

Since one of KEOS's services is being a "Mailing Service" for CLIENT promotional (and other)
type of mailings, we also handle postage from clients.

As this is not really our money (and not our expense, either, but rather the client's), we try to
encourage our mailing service clients when possible to simply pay the U.S. Postal Service directly.

However, in many cases this is not possible (for various reasons which the DTS can explain to
you, mainly having to do with protecting KEOS's Postal Permit with the Post Office), so the client pays
the amount due the U.S. Postal Service for their mailing to KEOS, who in turn "passes it on" to the U.S.
Postal Service (as a check from KEOS to "Postmaster", or "Postmaster "<particular post office>") once
the client's check to KEOS has cleared their bank (unless they pay us in cash).

In the above case, we have to handle the Chart of Accounts allocations differently, since this
money received is not KEOS Income, nor is the money then laid out ("passed on") a KEOS expense.

However, when we receive such postage payments from clients, the money received is a liability
on our Chart of Accounts until we then pass it on (pay it) to the U.S. Postal Service ("Postmaster", etc.)
and therefore the applicable account is an Other Current Liability account called Postage Payable.

Note: In such cases, there should be a Client Job Postage Purchase Order written!, but if not, our
handling will be the same in any case for Client Postage transactions (see next page).
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Specifics on Allocating "Client Postage" Transactions

No matter how it comes about that a client gives (pays) KEOS money to use for the client's
mailing postage, it involves the action of "invoicing".  This could be in the form of a Billing Invoice
(requiring later payment of postage), a Debit Invoice (deducting postage from client account credit based
on a previous advance payment), or a "Cash Sale" (actually a "receipt" for a client postage payment that
had not previous been billed or paid for in advance).

All such transactions as above will require some kind of "itemization" (and subsequent) allocation)
of the client postage amounts involved.  This is what the QB Item List "codes" are for (KEOS calls them
"codes" -- one "code" is actually one entry on the Items List -- see the QB manual and the "Items List"
section in this Hat Book).

Specifically, following are the applicable Items List Codes for Client Postage handling:

Item Description Type Chart of Accounts

PMTPST PAYMENT RECEIVED FOR POSTAGE<> Other Charge Postage Payable

PST Postage Other Charge Postage Payable
PST:PST0 POSTAGE Other Charge Postage Payable
PST:PSTU POSTAGE USED Other Charge Postage Payable
PST:PSTV POSTAL VERIFICATION CHARGE BY P.O. Other Charge Postage Payable

PST:PSTC POSTAGE (CREDIT) ON ACCOUNT<> Other Charge Post Office Deposits
PST:PSTD POSTAGE (CREDIT) DEDUCTED FROM ACCOUNT FOR USAGE IN MAILING JOB<> Other Charge Post Office Deposits
PST:PSTT POSTAGE (CREDIT) TRANSFEREE FROM <> Other Charge Post Office Deposits

LES:LESPSTPAID LESS:  POSTAGE PAYMENT<> Discount Postage Payable
LES:LESPSTCRED LESS:  UNUSED POSTAGE PAID DIRECTLY TO P.O. BY CLIENT Discount Post Office Deposits

DEDPAY DEDUCT:  PRE-PAYMENTS @ INVOICING<> Payment Undeposited Funds

Notes: 2 1. Notice that NONE of the above postage-handling Item List codes (entries) are allocated
to an "income" account or "expense" on the KEOS Chart of Accounts.  That is because
client postage is not KEOS company income or expense (as covered earlier in this
section).

2. The PMTPST code, which is charged to Postage Payable, is used very specifically to
describe the receipt by KEOS of a "postage payment" made by the client to KEOS as a
"deposit" or full payment of the postage for a specific current/upcoming mail job -- as
opposed to general "Advance Payments" for postage or service/postage combined,
which is different!! 3

                    
    2See: (a) The QB User Manual and the "Items List" Section in this Hat Book for more

information about item list "code" names (specifically on how name can be a code and
sub-code), and also code types and allocation to Chart of Accounts entries; and

(b) The QB User Manual and the  "Chart of Accounts" Section in this Hat Book,
specifically about entry types (income, asset, liability, etc.).

    3See the subject in this Hat Book covering the difference between "deposits" and "advance payments"
(both of which are KEOS's terminology, and not to be confused with the QuickBooks manual's
definitions of these same terms!), and how these two types of transactions affect Billing Invoices
and Debit Invoices differently.
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3. The PST codes charged to Postage Payable are the standard postage codes used for
Billing Invoices and Debit Invoices when these involve postage handling. (They can
also be used on Credit Memos in some cases as described later).

4. The PST codes charged to Post Office Deposits are "special" codes that apply only
when a client "gives KEOS the use of" already-existing credit at KEOS's Bulk Rate
account at the local Post Office, based upon earlier payments by the client directly to
that post office (to our Bulk Rate account number).  These codes can be used on bills,
debits, and credit memos and will be described further below.

5. The LES codes are used on both Billing Invoices and Debit Invoices (but not on Credit
Memos - see further information below), and have the effect of reducing the client's
liability to KEOS (which is "Amount Due" on Bills and "Amount Debited" on Debit
Invoices - see later in this Hat Book for these distinctions).

! The LESPSTPAID code is the most used, mainly on Billing Invoices (but
sometimes on Debit Invoices) to show the effect of an earlier "postage payment"
made by the client to KEOS as a "deposit" or full payment of the postage for the
specific job which is now being billed -- as opposed to general "Advance
Payments" for postage or service/postage combined, which is different!! 4

! The LESPSTCRED code is similar to the LESPSTPAID code in that it does
reduce the client's liability to KEOS (on a Bill or Debit invoice), but in this case it is
for a completely different reason.  Charged instead to Post Office Deposits, this
code reflects the same situation as described above for the other PST codes that
are allocated to this same Chart of Account item.

Basically the client is getting a reduction of their liability to KEOS because the
client is "giving KEOS the use of" postage monies the client earlier paid directly to
the local post office in the name of KEOS's Bulk Rate account yet don't need.

5. The DEDPAY code is different from all other codes mentioned above, in that it:

a) Is not specifically a code for use in dealing with client postage transactions; and

b) Is a special type of Items List item called a payment item, which when used
automatically prompts the QB user for specific payment information, such as "payment
method", check number (if applicable), etc., and logs an immediate payment.

This code is used ONLY in postage transactions when a client is paying KEOS a postage
payment (or a combined payment) at the same time that KEOS is writing their Billing Invoice
or Debit Invoice.  This code is to be used only in such a case (rare)!!

[End of Excerpt for Sample – Original Issue Continued Further]

                    
    4See the subject in this Hat Book covering the difference between "deposits" and "advance payments"

(both of which are KEOS's terminology, and not to be confused with the QuickBooks manual's
definitions of these same terms!), and how these two types of transactions affect Billing Invoices
and Debit Invoices differently.


